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THE QUEST FOR LIFE

am come that they might have life, and might
have it abundantly."

--John 10:10

One cannot understand the deep and significant meaning contained
in Jesus' parable of the sheepfold unless one has been in the old
eastern countries and seen the kind of sheepfold Jesus is referring to

Some of you have visited that part of western United States
which was my original home and seen there the large flocks of sheep
kept by modern sheepherders. Perhaps you have even nervously and
impatiently tried to steer your car along a road covered by literally
hundreds of sheep all apparently going in different directions.

It is not like that in the near east today, nor was it like
that in Jesus' time. The humble Palestinian sheepherder, like those
out on the Judean hillside tending their flocks by night on that
first Christmas eve, is not the proud possessor of abundant flocks.
He has but a few sheep--perhaps a dozen or so, and the relationship
between shepherd and sheep is therefore a very intimate one.

At night when it was necessary for the lonely shepherd to get
some rest he had to devise some method of protecting his sheep while
he slept. So he gathered brush, tree limbs and other debris, con
structed a rude corral perhaps 25 or 30 feet in diameter in which
there was only one small aperture where the sheep might enter and
depart. Then he himself would lie down at this entrance to protect
the sheep from any possible intruder. I have seen such sheepfolds
in Greece and when I did so this passage from John's Gospel took on
a whole new meaning for me as I hope I can make it take on meaning and
significance for you this morning.

Listen then to the words of Jesus which serve as our text:

"I am come that they might have life, and might have
it abundantly."

The parable is not a perfect analogy, as no parable ever is,
but it does illustrate a beautiful and a lovely truth about Jesus'
life and the purpose to which he put it. As the shepherd's task was
to protect the sheep from all that was harmful and evil, to lead the
sheep "beside still waters" and into verdant pastures; so it was the
life task of Jesus Christ, voluntarily assumed, to lead the men and
women who would follow him into the richest and fullest kind of

abundant life and to guard them against all that would destroy the
goodness, truth and beauty which God intended them to have.








